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On October 12, 2013 Cyclone Phailin hit the state of 
Odisha with wind gusts up to 220 kilometer per hour, heavy 
rains measuring up to 25 centimeter and storm surge over 3 
meters; the sea pushed in as much as 40 meters along parts 
of the coast. It was the strongest cyclone to hit the Indian 
coast in the past 14 years: a category 4 cyclone (Katrina in 
comparison, was category 3 upon landfall) similar to the 
Super Cyclone 05B of 1999 that hit Odisha and killed more 
than 10,000, destroyed 275,000 homes and left 1.67 million 
homeless. Cyclone Phailin hit a densely populated area in 
coastal Odisha, with 4.5 million people within the cyclone 
force wind path with significant proportion of kutcha 
housing. 
Reports however came of a death toll of 44, 0.4 percent that 
of the 1999 cyclone; the ongoing National Cyclone Risk 
Mitigation Project (NCRMP-I) and Odisha Cyclone 
Reconstruction Project that closed in the year 2004 
contributed to this enhanced resilience. The state 
governments, in collaboration with the NDMA evacuated 
over 1 million people from low-lying coastal areas in the 
states of Odisha and Andhra Pradesh; the target states of 
the NCRMP-I, the largest such operation in India’s history. 
State authorities set up over 1,200 relief camps and stocked 
over 500 cyclone shelter with adequate food, water and 
supplies. Over 2,300 officers from the National Disaster 
Response Force and 600 personnel from the Indian Army 
fanned out to provide relief and assess the damage across 
14,500 affected villages. 
Despite limited loss of life, the impact on the lives of coastal 
residents is still massive. In the Ganjam District of Odisha 
alone, about 90,000 houses were partially or fully damaged 
along the coastal areas, many of them mud/thatched houses 
belonging to poor fishermen, farmers and landless. Crops in 
over 780,000 hectares of agricultural land have reportedly 
been damaged. Power and communication lines were also 
severely affected across Odisha. A request for assistance 
emerged from the Government of India to the Bank which 
prompted the proposed emergency recovery project, 
preceding which there was request dated November 14, 
2013 for conducting a joint rapid damage and needs 
assessment in the state of Odisha. 

The project seeks to support specific interventions in the 
three Phailin affected districts of Ganjam, Puri and 
Khordha in Odisha. The proposed project interventions are
categorized into the following components: 
1. Resilient Housing Reconstruction and Community 
Infrastructure
1.1 Housing reconstruction:
The project would support reconstruction of about 30,000 
houses in the designated rural areas in the coastal belt 5 km 
from the HTL in the districts of Ganjam and Puri, and 5km 
from the Chilika Lake boundary as defined by the Survey of 
India in the district of Khordha.
1.2 Selected community infrastructure 
This sub-component will finance public infrastructure 
improvements to complement the housing reconstruction. 
These improvements may consist of public service 
infrastructure including roads, water supply, solid waste 
management, power grid extensions and community 
infrastructure such as community and health centers, 
playgrounds, etc. 
2 Urban Infrastructure in Berhampur
This component will finance investments to improve public 
services in Berhampur (Ganjam district), the largest city in 
the district most severely hit by Cyclone Phailin, while at 
the same time reducing the vulnerability of its population. 
The component will be implemented by the Berhampur 
Municipal Corporation (BeMC), under the aegis of 
Department of Housing & Urban Development (H&UD).
3. Capacity Building for Disaster Risk Management
 The objective of this component is to help the GoO further 
strengthen their disaster preparedness and response 
capabilities.
4. Implementation Support 
This component will finance the incremental operating 
costs of the Project Management Units (PMU) in OSDMA 
and the Department for Housing and Urban Development, 
and the PIUs in OSDMA and the Berhampur Municipal 
Corporation (BeMC). In addition, the component will 
include consultancies required for the preparation and 
supervision of specific activities, trainings, exposure visits 
and knowledge exchange programs. 
5. Contingent Emergency Response
Following an adverse natural event that causes a major 
natural disaster, the respective governments may request 
the Bank to re-allocate project funds to support response 
and reconstruction. This component would draw resources 
from the unallocated expenditure category and/or allow the 
government of Odisha to request the Bank to re-categorize 
and reallocate financing from other project components to 
partially cover emergency response and recovery costs. This 
component could also be used to channel additional funds 
should they become available as a result of an emergency. 

Odisha Disaster Recovery Project 

For more details please visit www.osdma.org
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As the State is reeling under a heat wave, we travelled 
to see the condition of the survivors of the floods and 
cyclone in the last year belonging to the Tribal 

community in Mayurbhanj. The Mankidia tribal community 
was quite happy to work under the Cash for Work 
programme. The cash for work programme which has been 
completed now provided not only much needed cash but also 
to rebuild the village infrastructure like the roads to bathing 
places, repairing of individual houses and so on. The tribal 
households which have repaired their houses and have 
rebuilt the new ones are quite happy to have escape from 
prevailing heat waves. 
The state and national elections did slow down the Phailin 
response work. However the government programmes like 
MGNREGA got suspended due to elections. However, due 
to the advocacy of our NGO partners like Young India in 
Puri, STARR-ANWESANA in Mayurbhanj and UAA and 
DAS-India Ganjam, people in some villages have started 
working under MGNREGA. This linkage is crucial since we 
have almost completed our CFW activities by now and this 
summer, the availability of work will be very less. So 
MGNREGA hold a great promise for the people here. Not 
only MGNREGA, there are many other government 
programmes and welfare schemes which can be harmonized 
with our work. For example the Forest Department gives free 
saplings of many trees which we can use in our intervention 
areas; the Fishery department gives subsidies for motors in 
the fishermen boats and so on. Besides, there are other 
regular programmes like ICDS, Midday meal schemes, Indira 
Awas Yojana (IAY) which we can monitor for the better 
linkages of the households belonging to the survivors.
We have been quite vigilant about the needs of the women in 
the community. Women have been playing a major role in 
village committees and Phailin response as a whole. I 
remember an interesting discussion in a village in 
Mayurbhanj when men folk wanted to reconstruct a 
community centre under cash for work, women in the village 
wanted to build roads to the bathing ghat which was badly 
damaged in the cyclone. The villages committee decided in 
favour of women.  This can be an example of our process of 
intervention where our approach was directed to create 
platforms for women to participate, take decisions and to 
build leadership being a part of the Phailin response 
programme. 
The preparedness in the community is crucial not only for 
the rescue and relief but also for the longer term 
rehabilitation. As monsoon approaches after this summer, we 
realize that the communities as well as the agencies need to 
be well prepared. As far as the agencies are concerned, we 
along with ECHO and Sphere India are developing common 
needs assessment formats which can help us to harmonize 
the assessments and the work thereafter. However, we need 
to start the capacity building programmes for the community 
as well as the partners so that they can be better prepared for 
the impending disasters. The post-Phailin relief and 
rehabilitation efforts so far will definitely help the community 
but we also need to coordinate with government for the 
rescue and relief during and after the disasters. This 
coordination process is a work in progress and we need to 
gear this up at all levels.
The consortium approach to post Phailin relief and 
rehabilitation has been a great learning process for the 
partners and donor alike. I am sure we will fare much better 
as the time passes and we will definitely be better prepared 
next time.

Regional Manager, Odisha, 
ActionAid India

Debabrat Patra

Sphere India, Orissa team has been liable for the regular 
efforts in efficient coordination through digital platform and 
to strengthen the advocacy efforts and accountability among 
community and governance. The coordination initiatives 
started with a series of meetings with OSDMA, SRC and 
Ministry of Disaster management at state level and 
Government officials' viz. DM & Collector, ADM, District 
Emergency officer, PD DRDA, District Fishery Officer, 
Deputy Director Agriculture, Executive Engineer RWSS, 
DSWO, BDOs, Tahsildars and PRI members at District 
Level. The objective of these meetings was to appraise the 
government functionaries about the relief and response 
activities undertaken by humanitarian organizations and 
coordination initiative taken by Sphere India under ECHO 
supported Phailin response Project. 

Hence as an outcomes of these meetings, Detailed 
information on Phailin and subsequent flood affected areas, 
damage report, Government response to affected people, 
priority blocks, GPs and villages, Common database on 
NGOs, INGOs and other local agencies i.e. who are who 
working on Phailin Response Project at State level and 
District level has been developed and updated on Phailin 
response blog. Block Level periodical meetings with block 
level Government officials viz. BDOs and ABDOs held in the 
Districts to strengthen the coordination platform. Facilitated 
the Unmet Panchayat needs assessment in all the three 

Digital Platform is a single platform to integrate, edit, analyze, 
share, and display information for decision making and 
understanding. The main objectives of this platform is:

-To map the worst affected communities by Phailin cyclone in 
Odisha (District & Block)

-Sectoral needs and availability of facilities in a GIS platform.

-To develop common digital platform for information Sharing 
&project's progress, case studies, Event Calendar, Interactive 
platform, photographs and GIS maps. 

STEP I- PRIORITY VS. TARGETING MAPS

The main objective of this mapping was to see the 
geographical coverage of ECHO funded interventions for 
response along with intervention areas of govt. & other 
organizations and to identify the gaps and duplication of the 
ongoing response work by different agencies in the process of 
mobilizing the extra resources to unmet needs of the affected 
population.  

Outcome: As outcome of this exercise we calculated 1. Total 
no. of blocks prioritized (by ECHO & Govt.) 2. No. of ECHO 
targeted blocks 3. No. of DFID targeted blocks 4. Not 
covered GP's by either agencies

STEP II- ECHO FUNDED ACTIVITY MAPS

At second step one map for each district was developed 
which showed the ECHO operational GPs, partners working 
in the area, No. of Beneficiary, and the ongoing activities for 
Wash, Shelter, Food Assistance and Others. The main 
purpose of activity mapping was to see the working area of all 
partners for the Phailin Response. Both the consortia partner 
organizations were asked to provide the details of their on-
going activities with latitude & longitude for each GP of 4 
districts (Balasore, Puri, Mayurbhanj and Ganjam). These 
activities were mapped with the help of Arc GIS software to 
produce activity maps + these activities were also shown on 
Google Earth for more understanding of the overall current 

Coordination Efforts by Sphere India Team

Digital Platform

We are not able to prevent the earth from shaking, the 
wind from blowing, the rain from falling. However, with 
assessment and planning, response preparedness, effective 
mitigation and better coordination with different 
stakeholders we can prevent these events from becoming 
disaster. Successful disaster response is one of the ultimate 
objective of humanitarian agencies .This response Bulletin 
is focussed on to capture the best practices and lessons 
learned from current Phailin response interventions which 
will be helpful for humanitarian agencies, civil society 
organizations and even mainstream agencies for effective 
response to any other disaster in future.

Over the Decades, Disasters are hitting the country in a 
rigorous ways, out of which Phailin Cyclone was the most 
furious natural disaster with huge destruction. Many 
International, National and local humanitarian 
organizations as well as Government has immediately 
evacuated and responded within a fraction of time after 
getting warnings. Even they all are still in action for Phailin 
Response. Sphere India under ECHO project has taken an 
exigent initiative for better coordination on sustainable 
approach towards disaster response, for avoiding duplicacy 
of response work and advocacy of any emerging issues 
among the community, humanitarian institutions and 
Governance. This response bulletin is one of those 
initiatives on Digital Platform for presenting best practices, 
case stories and affluent information of INGOs, NGOs & 
Local Partners working on Phailin Response at a single 
platform.

This is the second issue of our Response Bulletin and 
judged by the many flattering remarks as to its usefulness 
and merits; I feel fairly well satisfied with it. While, 
however, information and communication are very 
desirable and necessary, there are other elements required 
in a publication such as ours in order that it shall fulfil its 
object completely. Of these other elements one, and 
perhaps the most important, is that our Response Bulletin 
should convey a direct interest to as many individual and 
organisations working in development sector as possible. I 
hope the articles will stimulate informed debate and a 
lively exchange of ideas. We look forward to receiving your 
feedback on this issue. I also encourage your input on 
topics to be covered in future issues.

Suhail Md. Ali

Shivani Rana

Tanmay K Satapathy

District Coordinator, Ganajm
Sphere India

District Coordinator, Puri
Sphere India

District Coordinator, Balasore
Sphere India

districts. Out of all unmet G.Ps in the districts few GPs have 
been identified to address under OFDA consortium. 
Coordinated and supported 02 days orientation in Ganjam, 
Balasore & Puri, to local partners on Disability and Inclusion 
approach with support from HI. Quarterly District Level 
Coordination meeting have been conducted in the presence 
of Govt. officials from various active line departments in 
the Districts on the agenda of, to be acquainted with 
the Development activities being taken up by various 
organizations on Phailin & subsequent Flood Response 
& recovery, to enlarge a coordination mechanism to 
update you on best practices, to identify advocacy 
strategies for various social protection issues and gaps 
in response and relief work to be taken up with the 
District & block level Administration. Through these 
coordination efforts, Sphere India team has finalized 
the various govt. Protection schemes in the individual 
Districts for advocacy among community and governance.

A Google Calendar, Blog and facebook page has been created 
and being shared among the humanitarian agencies to 
maintain a list of events which will further focus on the timely 
progress of activities as well as sharing of information on on-
going activities. A monthly newsletter published from April 
2014 which speaks about various initiatives taken up by 
various Humanitarian responders to Phailin and Flood in 
Odisha.

situation. In addition to this a web based Picasa album link 
was also maintained to capture and store the ground level 
photographs of the on-going response work.

STEP III- UNMET NEED ASSESSMENT MAPS

At the third stage,  mapping was done on the basis of Joint 
Rapid Unmet Need Assessment Report  for 37 worst affected 
panchayat's from 12 blocks of 4 districts were targeted to 
identify the gaps & priority needs of un-identified GPs in the 
area of WASH, Food Assistance, Shelter, and livelihood. 

STEP IV- ECHO/DFID/OFDA INTERVENTION 
AREA MAPS

The objective of this mapping was to see the intervention 
GP's of these consortium organizations and to find the gaps 
among the intervention GP's. One map for Ganjam and 
Balasore was developed in the GIS environment on the 
intervention GP's list provided by the 3 Consortiums 
(ECHO, DFID and OFDA).

STEP V- PHAILIN PICASA WEB ALBUM

To share the field photographs on Google Earth for a holistic 
view and  for a better clarity of village wise on-going work by 
all partner organizations a Picasa album was developed. In 
the Picasa album consortium wise 1-1folder for each block 
was developed where partner organizations will share the 
field activity (like UCT, Shelter, Wash etc.) photographs.

STEP VI- PHAILIN FACEBOOK PAGE & BLOG

To strengthen the process of information sharing through 
social networks in large no. of public domain, a Facebook 
page ( ) for Phailin 
Response was created along with a Phailin Response Blog on 
wordpress.com ( ).

STEP VII- PHAILIN RESPONSE NEWSLETTER

To share various initiatives taken up by different 
humanitarian responders of both consortium partners to 
Phailin and Floods in Odisha a monthly news letter is shared 
which speaks about the best practices, case studies, highlights 
of work done by all the organizations till date.

facebook.com/phailincycloneresponse

phailincycloneresponse.wordpress.com/
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As the State is reeling under a heat wave, we travelled 
to see the condition of the survivors of the floods and 
cyclone in the last year belonging to the Tribal 

community in Mayurbhanj. The Mankidia tribal community 
was quite happy to work under the Cash for Work 
programme. The cash for work programme which has been 
completed now provided not only much needed cash but also 
to rebuild the village infrastructure like the roads to bathing 
places, repairing of individual houses and so on. The tribal 
households which have repaired their houses and have 
rebuilt the new ones are quite happy to have escape from 
prevailing heat waves. 
The state and national elections did slow down the Phailin 
response work. However the government programmes like 
MGNREGA got suspended due to elections. However, due 
to the advocacy of our NGO partners like Young India in 
Puri, STARR-ANWESANA in Mayurbhanj and UAA and 
DAS-India Ganjam, people in some villages have started 
working under MGNREGA. This linkage is crucial since we 
have almost completed our CFW activities by now and this 
summer, the availability of work will be very less. So 
MGNREGA hold a great promise for the people here. Not 
only MGNREGA, there are many other government 
programmes and welfare schemes which can be harmonized 
with our work. For example the Forest Department gives free 
saplings of many trees which we can use in our intervention 
areas; the Fishery department gives subsidies for motors in 
the fishermen boats and so on. Besides, there are other 
regular programmes like ICDS, Midday meal schemes, Indira 
Awas Yojana (IAY) which we can monitor for the better 
linkages of the households belonging to the survivors.
We have been quite vigilant about the needs of the women in 
the community. Women have been playing a major role in 
village committees and Phailin response as a whole. I 
remember an interesting discussion in a village in 
Mayurbhanj when men folk wanted to reconstruct a 
community centre under cash for work, women in the village 
wanted to build roads to the bathing ghat which was badly 
damaged in the cyclone. The villages committee decided in 
favour of women.  This can be an example of our process of 
intervention where our approach was directed to create 
platforms for women to participate, take decisions and to 
build leadership being a part of the Phailin response 
programme. 
The preparedness in the community is crucial not only for 
the rescue and relief but also for the longer term 
rehabilitation. As monsoon approaches after this summer, we 
realize that the communities as well as the agencies need to 
be well prepared. As far as the agencies are concerned, we 
along with ECHO and Sphere India are developing common 
needs assessment formats which can help us to harmonize 
the assessments and the work thereafter. However, we need 
to start the capacity building programmes for the community 
as well as the partners so that they can be better prepared for 
the impending disasters. The post-Phailin relief and 
rehabilitation efforts so far will definitely help the community 
but we also need to coordinate with government for the 
rescue and relief during and after the disasters. This 
coordination process is a work in progress and we need to 
gear this up at all levels.
The consortium approach to post Phailin relief and 
rehabilitation has been a great learning process for the 
partners and donor alike. I am sure we will fare much better 
as the time passes and we will definitely be better prepared 
next time.

Regional Manager, Odisha, 
ActionAid India

Debabrat Patra

Sphere India, Orissa team has been liable for the regular 
efforts in efficient coordination through digital platform and 
to strengthen the advocacy efforts and accountability among 
community and governance. The coordination initiatives 
started with a series of meetings with OSDMA, SRC and 
Ministry of Disaster management at state level and 
Government officials' viz. DM & Collector, ADM, District 
Emergency officer, PD DRDA, District Fishery Officer, 
Deputy Director Agriculture, Executive Engineer RWSS, 
DSWO, BDOs, Tahsildars and PRI members at District 
Level. The objective of these meetings was to appraise the 
government functionaries about the relief and response 
activities undertaken by humanitarian organizations and 
coordination initiative taken by Sphere India under ECHO 
supported Phailin response Project. 

Hence as an outcomes of these meetings, Detailed 
information on Phailin and subsequent flood affected areas, 
damage report, Government response to affected people, 
priority blocks, GPs and villages, Common database on 
NGOs, INGOs and other local agencies i.e. who are who 
working on Phailin Response Project at State level and 
District level has been developed and updated on Phailin 
response blog. Block Level periodical meetings with block 
level Government officials viz. BDOs and ABDOs held in the 
Districts to strengthen the coordination platform. Facilitated 
the Unmet Panchayat needs assessment in all the three 

Digital Platform is a single platform to integrate, edit, analyze, 
share, and display information for decision making and 
understanding. The main objectives of this platform is:

-To map the worst affected communities by Phailin cyclone in 
Odisha (District & Block)

-Sectoral needs and availability of facilities in a GIS platform.

-To develop common digital platform for information Sharing 
&project's progress, case studies, Event Calendar, Interactive 
platform, photographs and GIS maps. 

STEP I- PRIORITY VS. TARGETING MAPS

The main objective of this mapping was to see the 
geographical coverage of ECHO funded interventions for 
response along with intervention areas of govt. & other 
organizations and to identify the gaps and duplication of the 
ongoing response work by different agencies in the process of 
mobilizing the extra resources to unmet needs of the affected 
population.  

Outcome: As outcome of this exercise we calculated 1. Total 
no. of blocks prioritized (by ECHO & Govt.) 2. No. of ECHO 
targeted blocks 3. No. of DFID targeted blocks 4. Not 
covered GP's by either agencies

STEP II- ECHO FUNDED ACTIVITY MAPS

At second step one map for each district was developed 
which showed the ECHO operational GPs, partners working 
in the area, No. of Beneficiary, and the ongoing activities for 
Wash, Shelter, Food Assistance and Others. The main 
purpose of activity mapping was to see the working area of all 
partners for the Phailin Response. Both the consortia partner 
organizations were asked to provide the details of their on-
going activities with latitude & longitude for each GP of 4 
districts (Balasore, Puri, Mayurbhanj and Ganjam). These 
activities were mapped with the help of Arc GIS software to 
produce activity maps + these activities were also shown on 
Google Earth for more understanding of the overall current 
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Digital Platform

We are not able to prevent the earth from shaking, the 
wind from blowing, the rain from falling. However, with 
assessment and planning, response preparedness, effective 
mitigation and better coordination with different 
stakeholders we can prevent these events from becoming 
disaster. Successful disaster response is one of the ultimate 
objective of humanitarian agencies .This response Bulletin 
is focussed on to capture the best practices and lessons 
learned from current Phailin response interventions which 
will be helpful for humanitarian agencies, civil society 
organizations and even mainstream agencies for effective 
response to any other disaster in future.

Over the Decades, Disasters are hitting the country in a 
rigorous ways, out of which Phailin Cyclone was the most 
furious natural disaster with huge destruction. Many 
International, National and local humanitarian 
organizations as well as Government has immediately 
evacuated and responded within a fraction of time after 
getting warnings. Even they all are still in action for Phailin 
Response. Sphere India under ECHO project has taken an 
exigent initiative for better coordination on sustainable 
approach towards disaster response, for avoiding duplicacy 
of response work and advocacy of any emerging issues 
among the community, humanitarian institutions and 
Governance. This response bulletin is one of those 
initiatives on Digital Platform for presenting best practices, 
case stories and affluent information of INGOs, NGOs & 
Local Partners working on Phailin Response at a single 
platform.

This is the second issue of our Response Bulletin and 
judged by the many flattering remarks as to its usefulness 
and merits; I feel fairly well satisfied with it. While, 
however, information and communication are very 
desirable and necessary, there are other elements required 
in a publication such as ours in order that it shall fulfil its 
object completely. Of these other elements one, and 
perhaps the most important, is that our Response Bulletin 
should convey a direct interest to as many individual and 
organisations working in development sector as possible. I 
hope the articles will stimulate informed debate and a 
lively exchange of ideas. We look forward to receiving your 
feedback on this issue. I also encourage your input on 
topics to be covered in future issues.

Suhail Md. Ali

Shivani Rana

Tanmay K Satapathy

District Coordinator, Ganajm
Sphere India

District Coordinator, Puri
Sphere India

District Coordinator, Balasore
Sphere India

districts. Out of all unmet G.Ps in the districts few GPs have 
been identified to address under OFDA consortium. 
Coordinated and supported 02 days orientation in Ganjam, 
Balasore & Puri, to local partners on Disability and Inclusion 
approach with support from HI. Quarterly District Level 
Coordination meeting have been conducted in the presence 
of Govt. officials from various active line departments in 
the Districts on the agenda of, to be acquainted with 
the Development activities being taken up by various 
organizations on Phailin & subsequent Flood Response 
& recovery, to enlarge a coordination mechanism to 
update you on best practices, to identify advocacy 
strategies for various social protection issues and gaps 
in response and relief work to be taken up with the 
District & block level Administration. Through these 
coordination efforts, Sphere India team has finalized 
the various govt. Protection schemes in the individual 
Districts for advocacy among community and governance.

A Google Calendar, Blog and facebook page has been created 
and being shared among the humanitarian agencies to 
maintain a list of events which will further focus on the timely 
progress of activities as well as sharing of information on on-
going activities. A monthly newsletter published from April 
2014 which speaks about various initiatives taken up by 
various Humanitarian responders to Phailin and Flood in 
Odisha.

situation. In addition to this a web based Picasa album link 
was also maintained to capture and store the ground level 
photographs of the on-going response work.

STEP III- UNMET NEED ASSESSMENT MAPS

At the third stage,  mapping was done on the basis of Joint 
Rapid Unmet Need Assessment Report  for 37 worst affected 
panchayat's from 12 blocks of 4 districts were targeted to 
identify the gaps & priority needs of un-identified GPs in the 
area of WASH, Food Assistance, Shelter, and livelihood. 

STEP IV- ECHO/DFID/OFDA INTERVENTION 
AREA MAPS

The objective of this mapping was to see the intervention 
GP's of these consortium organizations and to find the gaps 
among the intervention GP's. One map for Ganjam and 
Balasore was developed in the GIS environment on the 
intervention GP's list provided by the 3 Consortiums 
(ECHO, DFID and OFDA).

STEP V- PHAILIN PICASA WEB ALBUM

To share the field photographs on Google Earth for a holistic 
view and  for a better clarity of village wise on-going work by 
all partner organizations a Picasa album was developed. In 
the Picasa album consortium wise 1-1folder for each block 
was developed where partner organizations will share the 
field activity (like UCT, Shelter, Wash etc.) photographs.

STEP VI- PHAILIN FACEBOOK PAGE & BLOG

To strengthen the process of information sharing through 
social networks in large no. of public domain, a Facebook 
page ( ) for Phailin 
Response was created along with a Phailin Response Blog on 
wordpress.com ( ).

STEP VII- PHAILIN RESPONSE NEWSLETTER

To share various initiatives taken up by different 
humanitarian responders of both consortium partners to 
Phailin and Floods in Odisha a monthly news letter is shared 
which speaks about the best practices, case studies, highlights 
of work done by all the organizations till date.

facebook.com/phailincycloneresponse

phailincycloneresponse.wordpress.com/
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A two member team from the US Consulate/Hyderabad 
visited a Terre Des Hommes (TDH) village as part of their 
pre-election monitoring visit in Ganjam district, Odisha. 
Travis Coberly – Political and Economic Affairs Officer and 
Srimali Kari - Political and Economic Specialist, stopped in 
Gudijhara village and saw Cash for Work (CFW) projects, 
WASH interventions and proposed sites for shelter repair 
and reconstruction. They could also interact with a woman 
who had benefitted from Unconditional Cash for Work 
(UCT), as well as a recipient of an assistive device from 
Handicap International.  

Additionally, a small focus group discussion was held to 
discuss issues which were relevant to community members. 
From the discussion, it was clear that livelihood options for 
families and education for children, especially girls, were of 
the utmost importance. People mentioned the fact that many 
men had migrated to Tamil Nadu and Karnataka in search of 
work. Indeed, as most livelihood options (cashew plantations 
and labor on large farms) were destroyed by the Cyclone 
Phailin, community members were forced to leave the area in 
search of work. Girls as young as 12 were working long hours 
in the local cashew factory. There was a local school, up to 
class 5; however, very few children pursued their education 
past this stage as they would have to walk several kilometres 
to the nearest high school.  Only one boy passed class 10 in 
the previous year.

Both Travis and Srimali appreciated the work done by the 
Save the Children consortium and hoped to come back to see 
some more progress made in shelter and WASH 
reconstruction.

Christian Aid with the support of ECHO initiated a cash 
transfer program beginning November 2013, a month after 
the cyclone Phailin hit coastal Odisha. The action involved 
supporting 1,014 households with cash for work activities 

and 186 households with unconditional cash transfers 
(UCT). The program aimed at providing much 
required cash assistance to the people in supporting 
some of their basic needs related to food, medicines 
and other essentials for daily consumption

The targeting for cash transfer program was done 
following a well laid down selection criteria 
considering the physical, social, economic and 
cultural vulnerability of the project participants.  In 

addition to this, the external risk drivers in their 
immediate environment in the overall context of cyclone 
Phailin and subsequent floods in Ganjam and Balasore 
districts were also considered.

The program implementation has provided an opportunity to 
reflect on the ways in which cash transfers are being 
approached in India particularly in Odisha and generated 
some insights for further strengthening the program delivery 
on the ground. 

Some of the lessons and insights are shared below: 

The speedy transfers ensured that a timely assistance to 
the affected communities and was welcome across the 
affected geographies 
The selection of the works under the cash for work 
ensured the build back better ideology and resulted in 
enhanced resilience for the communities.
Post cash distribution, monitoring and guidance are 
important on the use of cash for the beneficiary to ensure 
better utilization of the assistance, particularly for the 
direct cash transfers. 
Inclusion of most marginalized and poor in the program 
has ensured in restoring the dignity of the affected people 
in times of distress. 
A cohesive and participatory approach has helped the 
program implementation and has created wider 
ownership within the communities. The project 
participants have started looking at the project actions 
and deliverables (assets) from the perspective of 
collective and individual interests are being ignored.
The project actions have ensured a fair recognition for 
the women folk through equal wage rates and has greatly 
contributed in reducing gender bias within the 
communities

Dobadia, a beautiful village with narrow 
roads, small ponds and tall banyan trees, 
situated in the block of Bhograi on the 
heart of Balesore Distict of Odisha. Many 
of its habitats depend upon one time 
paddy cultivation in a year and from 
that they save fifty percent for the 
rainy season. Sri Amuly Kumar 
Jena, a farmer and daily labor lives 
with his quite big family at kandra 
shai of this village. Age about 59 

with skinny figure. Aspirations many but was not 
hopeful until team PECUC arrived at his courtyard.

Two of his sons have gone as daily laborers to the 
neighboring state. But mostly their family (rest 8 members) 
depends upon his earnings as his two sons are not so helpful 
towards them, In spite of suffering from multiple diseases he 
works tirelessly for daily lively hood.

There is a saying that calamity unites 
people, Yes, that is one hundred percent 
true but there is another reality that 
calamity brings grief which gives a long 
term pain that takes a epoch to heal.

Similar happened in case of Sri Ananta 
Jena of Dobadia.  48 year man having 
three children's living comparatively in 
low land with his wife in a small house. He 

is a land less person managing with share cropping in other 
villagers field. Post phailin and flood situation made him more 
prone for migration. His house survived in the phailin but 
water from Subrnarekha River flooded it up. Due to this 
Ananta and his family were evacuated to higher and safer 
places during post-phailin flood.

His son who is a drop out student of high school had gone to 
the neighboring state to work. Unfortunately he broke his left 
arm and came back with empty hand in a short period of time. 
He is 15 years old and other two are tiny little girls. He himself 
is suffered from multiple diseases. Whatever little left in the 
cyclone Phailin the subsequent flood washed away and made 
him financially lame. 

After the flood strut their village nobody was there to give 
him works as everybody was facing the same situation. He was 
work less and mentally frustrated to maintain his daily lively 
hood.

Few stairs in a hopeful way…

Arrival of Angels

Cash Transfer Programme

During the rainy season we were not able to come out of our homes and in 
last unexpected rain we have lost our six big goats as they were 
surrounded by heavy rain water and there was no food for the goats. It 
was completely impossible for us and the veterinary facilitators to 
communicate with each other. Goats were the only kind of savings for our 
family to maintain the daily expenditures and small education expenses of 
our grand children's, which was ruined in a regretful manner. Money was 
extremely important at that moment and I was harassed from every door, 
was not able to get single work and nobody was in position to give me 
hand loan. In truth the days were really painful

After my son came back with broken hand I felt such like my backbone 
had broke down, I could not even imagine to survive for long and 
arrange treatment for my elder son, the same time I had to feed my 
children's. Nobody was giving me work as they were in the same boat 
as I was in. Me and my wife were emotionally distressed. Then 
unexpectedly I was asked to register in the Cash for Work programme. 
Then I felt that PECUC was like angel for my family

I was able to buy essential items 
like food, medicines during my 
delivery period and now I am 
thinking of organizing my son's 
21st day name giving ceremony 
with the assistance

Amulya Jena (Man walking with basket with grey turban on head), 
Busy during the CFW main road work site at Dobadia village,Bhograi
Amulya Jena (Man walking with basket with grey turban on head), 
Busy during the CFW main road work site at Dobadia village,Bhograi

During the main road work accelerated at Dobadia village, He 
was contacted and given labor as per his ability. Before that 
moment Sri Jena was thoroughly hope less and thinking of 
going out for work like his early youth days.. But the estimated 
50 days of work created incredible hope among his family 
members. They were not only content but also thankful 
towards the initiatives of ECHO,Save the Children and 
PECUC. One can easily imagine their circumstances from the 
following tearful descriptions made by the couple.

The money he got due to his contributions to the road work, 
spent in purchasing medicines for him and for his wife, for his 
grand Childs education and daily maintenance of the family. 
His whole family was happier that now the road is heightened 
and they can go out during the rain for work and their 
children's can easily enjoy their childhood at the schools. 
Although the wages he received, has solved his temporary 
requirements but the work he contributed has opened new 
doors of hope for his family and the fellow villagers of Dobadia 
to be hopeful during the drizzling period as well.

He got registered in the Cash for Work programme and 
actively participated. He has worked in restoration of 
earthen road from Ashram Chhak joint to Nanda Pokhari 
for 50 days and received total amount of Rs.7668/-. After 
that he took his son to hospital and could able to manage 
the treatment. Rest of the money he has invested in 
agriculture In which act he would be able to full fill the 
whole year minimum foodstuff requirements for his family. 
The wages he got from the work was really helpful to secure 
his family from mental as well as physical stress. He thanked 
team ECHO,Save the Children and PECUC for the 
tremendous accompaniment during his difficult days.

M. Durgama who was six month's pregnant when 
Cyclone Phailin struck. She Lives alone in village 
Tudukupali in Ganjam district as her husband has 
migrated to nearby district for work. Her house and 
household belongings were severely damaged post 
cyclone Phailin. Initially, Christian Aid with its 
partners supported her with non-food items which 
were later substantiated with cash transfer support 
under ongoing recovery initiative.

Cash Transfer (UCT/CCT)
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A two member team from the US Consulate/Hyderabad 
visited a Terre Des Hommes (TDH) village as part of their 
pre-election monitoring visit in Ganjam district, Odisha. 
Travis Coberly – Political and Economic Affairs Officer and 
Srimali Kari - Political and Economic Specialist, stopped in 
Gudijhara village and saw Cash for Work (CFW) projects, 
WASH interventions and proposed sites for shelter repair 
and reconstruction. They could also interact with a woman 
who had benefitted from Unconditional Cash for Work 
(UCT), as well as a recipient of an assistive device from 
Handicap International.  

Additionally, a small focus group discussion was held to 
discuss issues which were relevant to community members. 
From the discussion, it was clear that livelihood options for 
families and education for children, especially girls, were of 
the utmost importance. People mentioned the fact that many 
men had migrated to Tamil Nadu and Karnataka in search of 
work. Indeed, as most livelihood options (cashew plantations 
and labor on large farms) were destroyed by the Cyclone 
Phailin, community members were forced to leave the area in 
search of work. Girls as young as 12 were working long hours 
in the local cashew factory. There was a local school, up to 
class 5; however, very few children pursued their education 
past this stage as they would have to walk several kilometres 
to the nearest high school.  Only one boy passed class 10 in 
the previous year.

Both Travis and Srimali appreciated the work done by the 
Save the Children consortium and hoped to come back to see 
some more progress made in shelter and WASH 
reconstruction.

Christian Aid with the support of ECHO initiated a cash 
transfer program beginning November 2013, a month after 
the cyclone Phailin hit coastal Odisha. The action involved 
supporting 1,014 households with cash for work activities 

and 186 households with unconditional cash transfers 
(UCT). The program aimed at providing much 
required cash assistance to the people in supporting 
some of their basic needs related to food, medicines 
and other essentials for daily consumption

The targeting for cash transfer program was done 
following a well laid down selection criteria 
considering the physical, social, economic and 
cultural vulnerability of the project participants.  In 

addition to this, the external risk drivers in their 
immediate environment in the overall context of cyclone 
Phailin and subsequent floods in Ganjam and Balasore 
districts were also considered.

The program implementation has provided an opportunity to 
reflect on the ways in which cash transfers are being 
approached in India particularly in Odisha and generated 
some insights for further strengthening the program delivery 
on the ground. 

Some of the lessons and insights are shared below: 

The speedy transfers ensured that a timely assistance to 
the affected communities and was welcome across the 
affected geographies 
The selection of the works under the cash for work 
ensured the build back better ideology and resulted in 
enhanced resilience for the communities.
Post cash distribution, monitoring and guidance are 
important on the use of cash for the beneficiary to ensure 
better utilization of the assistance, particularly for the 
direct cash transfers. 
Inclusion of most marginalized and poor in the program 
has ensured in restoring the dignity of the affected people 
in times of distress. 
A cohesive and participatory approach has helped the 
program implementation and has created wider 
ownership within the communities. The project 
participants have started looking at the project actions 
and deliverables (assets) from the perspective of 
collective and individual interests are being ignored.
The project actions have ensured a fair recognition for 
the women folk through equal wage rates and has greatly 
contributed in reducing gender bias within the 
communities

Dobadia, a beautiful village with narrow 
roads, small ponds and tall banyan trees, 
situated in the block of Bhograi on the 
heart of Balesore Distict of Odisha. Many 
of its habitats depend upon one time 
paddy cultivation in a year and from 
that they save fifty percent for the 
rainy season. Sri Amuly Kumar 
Jena, a farmer and daily labor lives 
with his quite big family at kandra 
shai of this village. Age about 59 

with skinny figure. Aspirations many but was not 
hopeful until team PECUC arrived at his courtyard.

Two of his sons have gone as daily laborers to the 
neighboring state. But mostly their family (rest 8 members) 
depends upon his earnings as his two sons are not so helpful 
towards them, In spite of suffering from multiple diseases he 
works tirelessly for daily lively hood.

There is a saying that calamity unites 
people, Yes, that is one hundred percent 
true but there is another reality that 
calamity brings grief which gives a long 
term pain that takes a epoch to heal.

Similar happened in case of Sri Ananta 
Jena of Dobadia.  48 year man having 
three children's living comparatively in 
low land with his wife in a small house. He 

is a land less person managing with share cropping in other 
villagers field. Post phailin and flood situation made him more 
prone for migration. His house survived in the phailin but 
water from Subrnarekha River flooded it up. Due to this 
Ananta and his family were evacuated to higher and safer 
places during post-phailin flood.

His son who is a drop out student of high school had gone to 
the neighboring state to work. Unfortunately he broke his left 
arm and came back with empty hand in a short period of time. 
He is 15 years old and other two are tiny little girls. He himself 
is suffered from multiple diseases. Whatever little left in the 
cyclone Phailin the subsequent flood washed away and made 
him financially lame. 

After the flood strut their village nobody was there to give 
him works as everybody was facing the same situation. He was 
work less and mentally frustrated to maintain his daily lively 
hood.

Few stairs in a hopeful way…

Arrival of Angels

Cash Transfer Programme

During the rainy season we were not able to come out of our homes and in 
last unexpected rain we have lost our six big goats as they were 
surrounded by heavy rain water and there was no food for the goats. It 
was completely impossible for us and the veterinary facilitators to 
communicate with each other. Goats were the only kind of savings for our 
family to maintain the daily expenditures and small education expenses of 
our grand children's, which was ruined in a regretful manner. Money was 
extremely important at that moment and I was harassed from every door, 
was not able to get single work and nobody was in position to give me 
hand loan. In truth the days were really painful

After my son came back with broken hand I felt such like my backbone 
had broke down, I could not even imagine to survive for long and 
arrange treatment for my elder son, the same time I had to feed my 
children's. Nobody was giving me work as they were in the same boat 
as I was in. Me and my wife were emotionally distressed. Then 
unexpectedly I was asked to register in the Cash for Work programme. 
Then I felt that PECUC was like angel for my family

I was able to buy essential items 
like food, medicines during my 
delivery period and now I am 
thinking of organizing my son's 
21st day name giving ceremony 
with the assistance

Amulya Jena (Man walking with basket with grey turban on head), 
Busy during the CFW main road work site at Dobadia village,Bhograi
Amulya Jena (Man walking with basket with grey turban on head), 
Busy during the CFW main road work site at Dobadia village,Bhograi

During the main road work accelerated at Dobadia village, He 
was contacted and given labor as per his ability. Before that 
moment Sri Jena was thoroughly hope less and thinking of 
going out for work like his early youth days.. But the estimated 
50 days of work created incredible hope among his family 
members. They were not only content but also thankful 
towards the initiatives of ECHO,Save the Children and 
PECUC. One can easily imagine their circumstances from the 
following tearful descriptions made by the couple.

The money he got due to his contributions to the road work, 
spent in purchasing medicines for him and for his wife, for his 
grand Childs education and daily maintenance of the family. 
His whole family was happier that now the road is heightened 
and they can go out during the rain for work and their 
children's can easily enjoy their childhood at the schools. 
Although the wages he received, has solved his temporary 
requirements but the work he contributed has opened new 
doors of hope for his family and the fellow villagers of Dobadia 
to be hopeful during the drizzling period as well.

He got registered in the Cash for Work programme and 
actively participated. He has worked in restoration of 
earthen road from Ashram Chhak joint to Nanda Pokhari 
for 50 days and received total amount of Rs.7668/-. After 
that he took his son to hospital and could able to manage 
the treatment. Rest of the money he has invested in 
agriculture In which act he would be able to full fill the 
whole year minimum foodstuff requirements for his family. 
The wages he got from the work was really helpful to secure 
his family from mental as well as physical stress. He thanked 
team ECHO,Save the Children and PECUC for the 
tremendous accompaniment during his difficult days.

M. Durgama who was six month's pregnant when 
Cyclone Phailin struck. She Lives alone in village 
Tudukupali in Ganjam district as her husband has 
migrated to nearby district for work. Her house and 
household belongings were severely damaged post 
cyclone Phailin. Initially, Christian Aid with its 
partners supported her with non-food items which 
were later substantiated with cash transfer support 
under ongoing recovery initiative.

Cash Transfer (UCT/CCT)
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The tube well is one of the 3 water sources 
that Tdh/Gram Utthan have restored in 
Janabudhi, which is a hamlet of Badajhada 
village in Krushnaprasad block of Puri 
District. The site selection was undertaken 
based on a study of the location feasibility, 
water quality, sanitation condition, impact of 
disaster, operation and management of 
tubewell. The design looking at the existing 
conditions was developed by the WASH 
consultant of TDH. The local extension staff 
of RWSSS has helped in the process of tube 
well raising and fixing of the pump.

Water and Sanitation
Hygiene (WASH) 

WaterAid India was involved and associated in tracking the 
effect of the disaster, the rapid assessment of the post disaster 
situation especially the water & sanitation situations & 
related issues in the affected locality.
Being a member in the IAG (Inter Agency Group – an 
association of INGOs for humanitarian responses), 

WaterAid was actively participating to put forth best 
possible response strategy in the state along with other 
members from International Organizations, Red Cross, 
UN Agencies. This effort is even continuing now. 
The GO-NGO Coordination Committee, which was 
formed to coordinate the cyclone relief and 
rehabilitation activities (Odisha Phailin Response 
Forum), identified water and sanitation as one of the 
prime need and where government wanted Civil 
Society cooperation to tackle the WASH situation in 

affected areas. Again, within the forum, a sub-committee was 
formed to look into the WASH issues and WaterAid was 
given the responsibility to lead the committee.
WaterAid is in continuous coordination with Special Relief 
Commisioner, Govt of Odisha, Orissa State Disaster 
Management Authority (OSDMA).

Programme Update

WaterAid has planned to associate its partnership with the 
existing and local NGOs as partners and administer the system 
and situation in the most affected area with a principal focus on 
the following aspects; 

1. Restoration of drinking water sources in the affected areas 
through disinfection and repair if needed.

2. Information/ sensitization on emergency WASH and village 
sanitation drive in a campaign mode - how to use halogen 
tablets, use of latrines or having a demarcated area for 
defecation, if sanitation facility is not available, safe disposal of 
solid waste & liquid waste etc.

Ganjam, Puri and Bhadrak districts are being the operational 
areas of WaterAid. Among which Ganjam & Puri were worst 
affected by Phailin and Bhadrak was worst affected by aftermath 
flood. Besides, Balasore is the worst affected by aftermath flood. 
Through coordination Govt of Odisha was requesting for 
support. It is essential as well as challenging to restore the 
immediate services in terms of drinking water and sanitation. 
WaterAid's partners are present and will intervene in twelve 
most affected blocks i.e. five in Ganjam, three in Puri, three in 
Balasore and one in Bhadrak which includes a total of 61 Gram 
Panchayats and 295 Villages.

To link the initiative to regular development agenda of the local 
GO/NGOs acticvities.

To sustain the enthusiasm created for better sanitation by linking 
this initiative to NBA and MGNREGA.

In between we are contacting some INGOs like Action Aid and 
Oxfam who are going to work for a longer period for 
rehabilitation work to take up WASH issue through their Cash 
For Work scheme.

We have also discussed with Government to take up the villages 
under NBA and constructing toilets through MGNREGA.

Volunteers as WASH ambassadors/ Change Agents: The 
program at partner level was suggested to administer through 
engagement of key volunteers, one in each Gram Panchayat 
level. It was strategically decided that five partner organizations 
will engage 61 volunteers in the response and campaign work for 
restoration of the WASH infrastructures and improvement in 
the WASH condition in the targeted community. 

Village WASH drive in a Campaign mode: The village level 
interventions as village cleaning was planned to coordinate in a 
campaign mode. It is conducted with participation of 
representation from every household and ensure contribution of 
labour and /or material as suitable. People have access right to 
safe sanitation & drinking water and negotiate with Govt for 
support. Everybody in the community volunteer with their 
dignified effort for the change. 

Village Cleaning through SRAM DAN (Work Camp):  The 
youths, students, village level organizations, self help groups, 
teachers, elders, Anganwadi workers, ASHA volunteers, PRI 
representatives were organized to sit on one platform and make a 
strategic move to clean the village environment. In a designated 
day in the village, a community work camp is organized to clean 
the surrounding of individual houses, road sides, village common 
places, schools and other institution campuses in the school. 
These initiatives are now becoming popularized in the 
communities not to clean in an event mode but to do it in a 
process initiation. Community ensures the debrises and sludges 
are safely disposed not to make any contaminations.

Sanitization of Water bodies: There exist a no of individual and 
community ponds, water bodies in all these coastal villages. Due 
to cyclone and flood situations these are become dirty, 
unhygienic and also create a threat to the existing aquatic life in 
it. To safe guard the use of these water bodies against 
contaminations, it is require keeping clean the surrounding of 
the waterbody, clearing the debrises, preparing safe access into it 
and using disinfectants before accessing the water body for safe 
use.

Disinfection of all Drinking Water Sources: The partner 
Volunteers did demonstrate the process of disinfecting the water  
sources and prepared it safe for drinking. They ensured all the 
drinking water sources are disinfected. In some of the 
communities, it was found that the no action has been taken by 
Govt volunteers. It was then our volunteers accelerated the 
process of water source disinfection. 

Disinfection at PoU: It is observed that even after safeguarding 
the water sources; sometimes due to lack knowledge on hygiene 
practice at Point of Utilization becomes contaminated. The 
volunteers educated on hygiene practice are taking measures to 
generate awareness on how to collect, make proper storage of 
drinking water and use. They are engaged in the community on 
dissemination of such knowledge and ensure such practices.

Safe Sanitation practice: In these disaster prone areas, people 
are still practicing open defecation during the normal period. 
The existing latrines also damaged and needs repairing. The 
volunteers are motivating the community to access to toilet. 
Even people those who have not constructed a toilet they are 
advised to find out a suitable place to build a temporary toilet (Pit 
Latrine) within their premises. Some people are also advised to 
demarcate a suitable place for defecation constructing trench 
latrines. 

Program Planning

Area of Operation

Challenges

Achievements WASH Activities in Bhogarai block, Baleswar
Water and Sanitation Hygiene (WASH) 
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The tube well is one of the 3 water sources 
that Tdh/Gram Utthan have restored in 
Janabudhi, which is a hamlet of Badajhada 
village in Krushnaprasad block of Puri 
District. The site selection was undertaken 
based on a study of the location feasibility, 
water quality, sanitation condition, impact of 
disaster, operation and management of 
tubewell. The design looking at the existing 
conditions was developed by the WASH 
consultant of TDH. The local extension staff 
of RWSSS has helped in the process of tube 
well raising and fixing of the pump.

Water and Sanitation
Hygiene (WASH) 

WaterAid India was involved and associated in tracking the 
effect of the disaster, the rapid assessment of the post disaster 
situation especially the water & sanitation situations & 
related issues in the affected locality.
Being a member in the IAG (Inter Agency Group – an 
association of INGOs for humanitarian responses), 

WaterAid was actively participating to put forth best 
possible response strategy in the state along with other 
members from International Organizations, Red Cross, 
UN Agencies. This effort is even continuing now. 
The GO-NGO Coordination Committee, which was 
formed to coordinate the cyclone relief and 
rehabilitation activities (Odisha Phailin Response 
Forum), identified water and sanitation as one of the 
prime need and where government wanted Civil 
Society cooperation to tackle the WASH situation in 

affected areas. Again, within the forum, a sub-committee was 
formed to look into the WASH issues and WaterAid was 
given the responsibility to lead the committee.
WaterAid is in continuous coordination with Special Relief 
Commisioner, Govt of Odisha, Orissa State Disaster 
Management Authority (OSDMA).

Programme Update

WaterAid has planned to associate its partnership with the 
existing and local NGOs as partners and administer the system 
and situation in the most affected area with a principal focus on 
the following aspects; 

1. Restoration of drinking water sources in the affected areas 
through disinfection and repair if needed.

2. Information/ sensitization on emergency WASH and village 
sanitation drive in a campaign mode - how to use halogen 
tablets, use of latrines or having a demarcated area for 
defecation, if sanitation facility is not available, safe disposal of 
solid waste & liquid waste etc.

Ganjam, Puri and Bhadrak districts are being the operational 
areas of WaterAid. Among which Ganjam & Puri were worst 
affected by Phailin and Bhadrak was worst affected by aftermath 
flood. Besides, Balasore is the worst affected by aftermath flood. 
Through coordination Govt of Odisha was requesting for 
support. It is essential as well as challenging to restore the 
immediate services in terms of drinking water and sanitation. 
WaterAid's partners are present and will intervene in twelve 
most affected blocks i.e. five in Ganjam, three in Puri, three in 
Balasore and one in Bhadrak which includes a total of 61 Gram 
Panchayats and 295 Villages.

To link the initiative to regular development agenda of the local 
GO/NGOs acticvities.

To sustain the enthusiasm created for better sanitation by linking 
this initiative to NBA and MGNREGA.

In between we are contacting some INGOs like Action Aid and 
Oxfam who are going to work for a longer period for 
rehabilitation work to take up WASH issue through their Cash 
For Work scheme.

We have also discussed with Government to take up the villages 
under NBA and constructing toilets through MGNREGA.

Volunteers as WASH ambassadors/ Change Agents: The 
program at partner level was suggested to administer through 
engagement of key volunteers, one in each Gram Panchayat 
level. It was strategically decided that five partner organizations 
will engage 61 volunteers in the response and campaign work for 
restoration of the WASH infrastructures and improvement in 
the WASH condition in the targeted community. 

Village WASH drive in a Campaign mode: The village level 
interventions as village cleaning was planned to coordinate in a 
campaign mode. It is conducted with participation of 
representation from every household and ensure contribution of 
labour and /or material as suitable. People have access right to 
safe sanitation & drinking water and negotiate with Govt for 
support. Everybody in the community volunteer with their 
dignified effort for the change. 

Village Cleaning through SRAM DAN (Work Camp):  The 
youths, students, village level organizations, self help groups, 
teachers, elders, Anganwadi workers, ASHA volunteers, PRI 
representatives were organized to sit on one platform and make a 
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These initiatives are now becoming popularized in the 
communities not to clean in an event mode but to do it in a 
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are safely disposed not to make any contaminations.
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Program Planning

Area of Operation

Challenges

Achievements WASH Activities in Bhogarai block, Baleswar
Water and Sanitation Hygiene (WASH) 
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Antarbatia is one of the Phailin Cyclone affected village in 

Karapalli Gram Panchayat of Rangailunda block, Ganjam 

District, where ADRA India is implementing the 

Humanitarian Response and Post Recovery Project.  

Major component of the project is strengthening 

livelihood by providing 50 days employment 

opportunity per household in the villages through 

CFW, UCT, Shelter and WASH. 

Mr. Dasarathi Das is one of the Shelter beneficiaries 

from Antarbatia village. He is living with his spouse 

along with two sons and one daughter. Dasarathi's 

primary and only occupation is Driver Tractor. He is the only 

earning member for his family. His monthly income is Rs. 

4000.00 per month, which is not sufficient to feed his family. 

The Phailin Cyclone totally washed out his house as a result 

he turned out to be a homeless. Immediately after the Phailin 

Cyclone he has taken a house on monthly rent basis in his 

own village. He pays Rs.500.00 per month.

Q. How were you selected as shelter beneficiary in the 

village? What were the criteria for your selection?

Q. Are you aware about the structure of house and DRR 

features?

Ans. 

Ans.

Village Development Committee (VDC) as well as 

community has selected me as beneficiary. Shelter Supervisors 

of ADRA, India facilitates the entire selection process. My 

name has been shortlisted because of the flowing basis; own 

the homestead land in my name, inhabited with family, 

severely damaged, belongs to Dalit community, BPL family, 

poorest of the poor and only earning member in family. Above 

all my name is not enlisted in shelter programme of the 

Government or any other agency. Finally my name was 

approved by the VDC, Sarpanch of Gram Panchayat.

 Yes, I am fully aware about the structure and DRR 

feature. Shelter Construction Supervisor of ADRA India gives 

A Journey Into The Reality

explanation on detail about the structure and DRR feature. I 

was involved at every stage of the construction of shelter.

Yes, my shelter has been build on; foundation laid in 

concrete, cross binding by GI wires, bamboo coated by coal 

tar to prevent from white ants, bottom part of bamboo has 

been cross in two piece and poll to poll cross by the bamboo. 

 Yes, I have to contribute my labour and ADRA India 

would provide me the materials and technical support to 

build the shelter.

 I have received followings materials from ADRA India

A. Bamboo-40 pieces

B. CGI Sheets-18 pieces

C. Cement Bag-10 Bags

D. Brick-700 pieces

E. Sand-80 CFT

F. Chips-25 CFT (20mm)

All the above mention materials are in my custody. Stock 

Sheet has been signed by the Shelter supervisor.

 “I am ecstatic to receive it, I do not have words to 

express my gratitude to the almighty.” It was my dream to 

have my own house where I could stay with my family and 

we all eat together under one roof.  We all family members 

are overwhelmed. I am very happy to become the first and 

deserving beneficiary for shelter in our village. 

 Certainly, I would take care restored and repair the 

shelter as and when require, because it can survive us from 

expected flood, cyclone and water logging. I am the sole 

owner of the shelter. Above all I have given my labour and 

time to rebuild the shelter. 

I would like to give thanks to VDC as well as my villagers 

and above all to ADRA, India for selecting me as a 

recipient. The structure of shelter and selection beneficiary 

is well acceptable by me as well as community. “I would live 

in this house for rest of my life because it is the journey into 

the reality.” 

Q. Can you please elucidate about the DRR features of 

your shelter?

Q. Do you know about the Organization and Individual 

contribution?

Q. What are the goods and materials you have received 

form ADRA India?

Q.  What are your feelings about to become shelter 

beneficiary?

Q. How would you take care for your shelter in future?

Ans. 

Ans.

Ans.

Ans.

Ans.

Shelter
Support

Shelter Support
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Mr. NabaKrushna Nayak lives in Belapada village of 
Subalaya Block, District Ganjam along with his 
spouse (Mrs. Purnabasi Nayak) and his widowed 
daughter (Ms. Sarojini Nayak). He belongs to the 
SC (scheduled caste) community and had a 
thatched house in the SC hamlet of village, which 
however got destroyed during Cyclone Phailin in 
October, 2013.

Mr. Nayak is under BPL category, and is also a person 
with physical disability. He had met with a road accident in 
the year 2010 and his lower body got affected. The only 
source of income in his family is daily wage labour and a 
meagre income comes from broom business, both done by the 
spouse & the daughter. Though Mr. Nayak is a person with 
disability and also since the couple are senior citizens, none of 
them are benefited from any govt. pension schemes (old-age 
pension, disability pension etc).The widow daughter is also 
not receiving any pension or benefits.

In view of his multiple vulnerabilities, Mr. Nayak was selected as 
one of the beneficiaries for construction of a transitional shelter. 
The selection process was done by the Village Committee, Ward 
Member, Sarpanch and other key stakeholders in the community 
and is documented as resolution in the village register.

Since this shelter was the first one and also had a provision for 
accessibility features, this was treated as the Model Shelter. In 
addition, this shelter also received expert technical focus from 
key actors including the Emergency Shelter Team Leader, CARE 
International UK. Later this helped in developing the shelter 
design, BoQ and a process guideline for shelter construction in 
the project.

The construction was done at a plot size of 10'X20'. Below are 
some of the key features in the shelter:

The shelter has brought a sigh of relief to the beneficiary and 
his spouse & daughter. They are very happy to receive the 
shelter and share their deepest gratitude to CARE and ECHO 
for this support.

Construction of Transitional Shelter 
for a PWD Beneficiary

Background

Selection Process

Unique Features

Impact of The Activity

Raised plinth: The plot was a low land (it was behind the 
main land which the beneficiary wanted to leave as it is to 
construct Pakka house under the Govt. support later). 
Hence, the plot required raising the plinth for at least 2 ft. 
The shelter is constructed on a 2' brick plinth with earth fill.

Use of timber poles instead of bamboo: It is difficult to 
nail/screw bamboo joineries which provides alternate only 
for binding them with some suitable material (nylon strips, 
ropes, GI wires etc). Hence, timber poles, which are widely 
available here, were decided to be used as pillars in the 
shelter. Timber poles last longer and their joineries can be 
made stronger. The timber poles are treated with salt water.

I am very happy to have this house. Now I can freely sleep 
or sit and don't have to be dependent on others for my 
shelter. I am highly thankful to CARE India and ECHO.

Livelihood
SupportTimber connections: Timber connections are made using 

nails working in shear, not in tension. Nails are easy to pull 
out in direct tension, so such connections are weak. In 
addition, the connections are reinforced with stainless steel 
or galvanized strapping, 1 1/4” wide, nailed to each element 
in the connection.

Roof: The roof is clad with corrugated galvanized steel 
sheets (CGI) of minimum thickness 0.35mm. The roof 
cladding is secured with roofing screws onto every purlin. 
At the edges, fixing is provided in every alternate 
corrugation. At other locations, is provided at 1 ½ spacing 
(for 3' wide sheets this means a fixing at each edge and one 
in the middle). The adjacent CGI sheets are overlapped by 
2 corrugations.

The walls: The walls have structural brick upstand walls, 
tied to the timber frame, upto 3' and non-structuring 
bamboo matting (or jhati-mati) above. The brick wall 
provides protection against rain and any possible flooding. 
Besides, this also provides support for back rest for the 
occupants.

Brickwork: Brick walls above the plinth level is 
reinforced with GI wire on every third course. The GI wire 
runs in bed joint between the bricks and is tied securely to 
columns at each end. This helps prevent the walls falling 
over in wind, and allows the walls to provide stability to 
the columns.Gaps between brick walls and columns are 
well filled with mortar. Standard 9”X4”X3” bricks are 
used.

Primary Bracing: The primary braces of the building (6 in 
number) reinforce the walls and stop the building twisting 
or falling over in wind. They run from the top corners 
down to just below the top of the brickwork. Braces are 
connected in shear.

Indoor environment and space: Ventilation gaps are 
provided at eaves level. There is an internal partition 
given on beneficiary's request.

Life of the shelter: Although the shelter is temporary, it is 
estimated that it will last to a minimum for 2-3 years. With 
maintenance, the shelter can last significantly longer.
Hazard resistance:The hazards the shelter may be subject 
to and have been addressed in the design include 
flooding, high winds (>150km/hr) and a hot and humid 
climate. Odisha is considered low seismic risks, so no 
specific seismic resistance measures have been taken.
Flooding: For flooding the structure is constructed on a 
plinth 2' above normal ground level.
Wind: A calculation has been performed to assess the 
wind loading on the structure using Eurocode 1-4 for 
wind loads upto 150km/hr. The weight of the building and 
its foundations and plinth is sufficient to resist these wind 
forces.
Corrosion: The warm and wet climate of Odisha means 
that timber and cladding materials will be prone to 

corrosion and rot. In this view, timber poles are treated 
locally (with salt water) and bitumen is applied at the 
bottom (from footing to plinth) to increase their resistance 
to corrosion as well as wood-eating insects.
Accessibility features:
The door of the shelter is 1200mm clear width. 
Considering the PWD, there is no step or threshold at the 
doors. To avoid water ingress the outside ground slopes are 
done away from the doorways.
A ramp is constructed from the road up to the door, 

“I have no hope to start paddy cultivation again ,it became 
possible only for you sir”…..says Nagi Majhi w/o-Rohia Majhi 
of Badagobara village of Olanda Saragan Gramapanchayat of 
Balasore Sadar Block during seed fair conducted at Sindia 
village play ground on 14/05/14.

Nagi has owned Ac 3.00 cultivable land. She used to raise one 
time kharif paddy to feed her family of six members. Her land 
is non-irrigated in nature and kharif paddy depend upon rain. 
During the Post Phailin flood on 13th October,2013, heavy 
rain flood raised in Budhabalanga river submerged all villages 
which was continued for 12 days. Nagi's Paddy cultivation 
was completely lost. Nagi lost her hope to start cultivation 
again as she has no paddy seed. Above all she has little faith 
on private as well as Govt seeds vendors.

Balasore Social Service Society (BSSS) has been 
implementing Phailin-Flood recovery project in Balasore 
Sadar Block in support of Catholic Relief Services (CRS). In 
order to meet the need of farming community, Kharif Paddy 
seed support was provided to the most vulnerable 
households. The names of the beneficiaries were selected in 
an open meeting by the Village Development Committee 
(VDC). In the process Nagi's name was selected by the VDC 
and Nagi got a coupon to get the support of Rs 700/-.

Based on the need of the farmers, the paddy suppliers were 
empanelled by BSSS and affordable prices was fixed through 
open tendering. The vendor/suppliers were advised to 
procure locally demanded paddy seeds. The date and place of 

My dream fulfilled

the seed fair was communicated to the beneficiaries. The 
beneficiaries came to the seed fair with their identity cards. 
Cash voucher of Rs 700/- was given to the beneficiaries and 
they were oriented on the marketing process. As the seed fair 
is an open market and the beneficiaries has the right to 
choose their needed seeds. They used their cash vouchers 
and purchased both local and flood water resistance varieties 
paddy seeds.

Nagi also purchased KALACHAMPA, traditional variety 
TL(Truthful Label) seed for her land.

Like Nagi, most of the beneficiaries were able to get support 
provided by BSSS to restart their paddy cultivation.

Livelihood Survey at Baleswar WASH Campaign in Kirtania Village, 
Handicap International

UCT Beneficiary supported by HI

Children studying in solar light 
distributed by Save the Children

Contd...

... contd from PAGE 10
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Considering the PWD, there is no step or threshold at the 
doors. To avoid water ingress the outside ground slopes are 
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rain flood raised in Budhabalanga river submerged all villages 
which was continued for 12 days. Nagi's Paddy cultivation 
was completely lost. Nagi lost her hope to start cultivation 
again as she has no paddy seed. Above all she has little faith 
on private as well as Govt seeds vendors.

Balasore Social Service Society (BSSS) has been 
implementing Phailin-Flood recovery project in Balasore 
Sadar Block in support of Catholic Relief Services (CRS). In 
order to meet the need of farming community, Kharif Paddy 
seed support was provided to the most vulnerable 
households. The names of the beneficiaries were selected in 
an open meeting by the Village Development Committee 
(VDC). In the process Nagi's name was selected by the VDC 
and Nagi got a coupon to get the support of Rs 700/-.

Based on the need of the farmers, the paddy suppliers were 
empanelled by BSSS and affordable prices was fixed through 
open tendering. The vendor/suppliers were advised to 
procure locally demanded paddy seeds. The date and place of 

My dream fulfilled

the seed fair was communicated to the beneficiaries. The 
beneficiaries came to the seed fair with their identity cards. 
Cash voucher of Rs 700/- was given to the beneficiaries and 
they were oriented on the marketing process. As the seed fair 
is an open market and the beneficiaries has the right to 
choose their needed seeds. They used their cash vouchers 
and purchased both local and flood water resistance varieties 
paddy seeds.

Nagi also purchased KALACHAMPA, traditional variety 
TL(Truthful Label) seed for her land.

Like Nagi, most of the beneficiaries were able to get support 
provided by BSSS to restart their paddy cultivation.

Livelihood Survey at Baleswar WASH Campaign in Kirtania Village, 
Handicap International

UCT Beneficiary supported by HI

Children studying in solar light 
distributed by Save the Children
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It was decided that 12 houses would be constructed in HI 
areas by CARE. HI has indentified beneficiaries and masons 
and carpenters for orientation on transitional shelters with 
DRR and accessible features. Both CARE and Tdh have 
agreed to include houses of people with disabilities for 
reconstruction, so that HI can provide technical support in 
making these houses accessible.

Total 3 numbers of capacity building trainings have been 
organized at Ganjam, Balasore and Puri among staff of HI 
local partners, partners of consortium partners and other 
consortium partners on accessibility features to be 
incorporated during shelter construction. In these trainings 
total 83 (17 female + 66 male) participants were present and 
trained on inclusive and features for house construction.

Prakash Muduli, a married person of 35 years old who resides 
in Belapada village of Ganjam District. In the month of 
February 2014, during an assessment camp, his 
elder brother came and requested to technical 
persons of Handicap International to visit his 
home and assess Prakash, as he had no external 
mobility since last three years. After assessing 
Prakash and analyzing his past medical reports, it 
was found that he had gradually developed the 
paralysis of all four limbs over a course of 2-3 
years.  It was also noticed that Prakash is 
medically stable and his mobility improved over 
the years but he still needs support of his family members even 
for ambulation within house. His external mobility is totally 
limited leading to restriction of social participation. Prakash 
is a graduate whose source of income was through giving 
private tuitions to school students in the village and seasonal 
farming. Now due to his physical impairment he financially 
depends on his brothers.  

After a thorough assessment the therapists concluded that he 
can walk with the support of a pair of elbow crutches, which 
can improve his indoor mobility initially. He was taught with 
the basic techniques and some basic strengthening exercises. 
He was also taught with how to use the elbow crutch for a 
better supported walking. He was also suggested to do 
modification of his corridor to toilet and toilet modification 
for independent toilet activity. 

In the month of March 2014 the therapist conducted a 
follow- up visit to Prakash's house and found that he is able to 
walk independently with the elbow crutches. His brothers 
have a positive attitude towards his impairment and 
encouraging him to walk independently. Handicap 
International is planning to support Prakash for his external 
mobility in future. 

Livelihoods assessment has been conducted in 70 no. of 
Households in seven sampled villages of HI programme areas. 
Data compilation and analysis is going on. Preliminary 
discussion was held with potential beneficiaries for the 
livelihood activities, beneficiaries will be selected shortly for 
different livelihood supports.

A roll out Workshop was organized on 9th to 11th Dec. 2013 
at Bhubaneswar among representatives of all the consortium 
partners to finalize the activities and criteria for beneficiary 
selection. ToR and plan of action for rehabilitation services to 
be provided to people with disabilities was developed and 
shared with all consortium partners for support. Preliminary 
meetings were held with Local Administration (district level 
officials in three programme districts) for provision of services 
to the people with disabilities. 

Disability screening formats, technical assessment formats, 
rehabilitation card and donation certificate etc. were 
developed and consortium partners staff and local partners 
staff were trained on disability issues and screening process. 
So far 10 capacity building training programmes have already 
been conducted in three operational districts and a total of 
142 (26 female + 116 male) people were trained through 
these trainings. 

Till now total 569 people with disabilities have been 
screened. Out of these 569, a total of 254 people with 
disabilities have been technically assessed, 92 received 
different types of assistive devices and 19 were provided only 
basic rehabilitation services (physical exercises for 
improvement in body functioning).  222 numbers of people 
with disabilities including their care givers/family members 
trained on use of assistive devices and maintenance of 
assistive devices in four villages of HI, Tdh and CARE.

Transitional Shelter

Livelihood Support

Physical Rehabilitation Services

Made to Walk Independently 
through Rehabilitation Services 

Physical Rehabilitation
Services

Physical Rehabilitation Services
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Handicap International (HI) is an international organization 
operating in situations of poverty and exclusion, conflict and 

disaster. It works alongside people with disabilities and 
vulnerable populations, taking action and bearing 
witness in order to respond their essential needs, 
improve their living conditions and promote respect 
for their dignity and their fundamental rights.

Initiating inclusive water and sanitation activities, one-day 
workshop was organized in the month of January 2014 by 
Handicap International on accessible design of water points 
and hand washing stations. The main focus of the workshop 
was to guide all the consortium partners on accessible 
features need to be adopted in repairing and reconstruction 
of water points and in the design of hand washing station. In 
this workshop, different accessible features in the design of 
water points like need of ramp, handrails, stairs, wider apron 
of the hand pumps, making the lever of hand pumps longer 
etc. was discussed and finalized. 

In all the villages, WASH committees have been formed 
comprising ASHA, AWW, WM as members and meetings 
were conducted to make the people aware about the 
importance of safe drinking water, hand washing, installation 
of household latrines and keeping village and household 
surrounding clean etc. The village health and nutrition 
meeting has been tied up with WASH meeting to be 
conducted at AWCs with the objective to demonstrate the 
good and healthy practices like methods of hand washing, 
tube well disinfection, ORS preparation and maintenance of 
personal hygiene etc. by the volunteers. So far 47 awareness 
meetings have been organized in all 10 operational villages of 
Handicap International and a total of 1038 people have 
attended these meetings. Among all, 65 (6.2%) people with 
disabilities/ family members of people with disabilities have 
attended in these awareness meetings.

In response to the recent Disaster Phailin, Handicap 
International took initiative to support the worst affected 
families residing in coastal region of Odisha. With the 
support of ECHO, HI has started different interventions 
since January 2014 with other humanitarian organization in a 
consortium mode. At present HI is continuing its activities in 
10 villages under 4 blocks in three districts (Ganjam, Puri, 
Balasore) of Odisha. Activities like Unconditional Cash 
Transfer (UCT), livelihood support, inclusive WASH, 
screening and assessment of People with Disability and 
distribution of assistive devices to them are being carried out 
in the villages. Local NGOs like Kamadenu Seva Samiti 
(KSS), Ganjam, Social Empowerment Agricultural 
Development (SEADA), Balasore and Sri Nrushinha Deva 
Anchalika Yuba Parisad (SNDAYP), Puri are providing 
support to handicap International in every activity in a 
partnership mode. 

Pictorial messages on good and healthy practices, methods of 
hand washing, tube well disinfection after disaster and ORS 
preparation were developed for Flexes and wall paintings. 
Volunteers have been instructed to disseminate these 
messages and start the WASH campaigns in all the villages by 
liaising with AWWs to target all the SHGs member and 
women of the community for campaign.

HI along with Tdh and Save the Children developed the ToR 
for KAP study on WASH. HI supported for making the ToR 
inclusive and added a separate section for inclusive WASH 

Total 250 beneficiaries were identified and 
provided Rs. 7500 under UCT through their 
bank account to ensure food security, immediate 
healthcare needs. The most affected and needy 
families were selected like women headed 
households / single women, families having 
people with disabilities or child with disabilities 
and extremely poor families for this purpose. 
Beneficiaries were selected through household 
survey & village meetings in presence of local PRI 
members. Resolutions were prepared for the list 
of the beneficiaries in the village meetings and 
sample checks were done to ensure transparency 
and identify most needy people. Out of the total 
beneficiaries, 40.8 % and 59.2 % are male and 
female respectively and 18.4 % of beneficiaries 
are people with disabilities/ family members of 
people with disability among all.

About the Organisation

Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (Inclusive WASH)

Response to Phailin

Unconditional Cash Transfer (UCT)

I live with my two children aged about 
8 & 6 years. My husband left me since 
last 4 to 5 years back. I manage my 
family by working as a daily labourer 
in the village or nearby. I was staying 
in a thatched house with my children 
before Phialin. After receiving the 
warning message from the Govt. & 
community leaders I shifted to the 
village community center with my 
children, as my house was not safe at 
that time. In Phailin my house got 
damaged severely and due to 
devastation I did not get any 
opportunity to work. I had no money 
to repair my house too. At present 
I am managing to stay in my relative's 
house in the village. The money I 
received from Handicap International 
was a great support for me during this 
terrible situation. This has given me a 
hope to repair my house and get back 
to it, because our own house always 
gives us piece

N. Lachhimi Reddy, 
Takeriaberhampur, Ganjam

component. Tdh have supported in the 
KAP study for WASH in all 10 operational 
villages of HI. At present, compilation and 
analysis of data collected in KAP study is 
continuing. 

Three capacity building meetings have been 
conducted at Puri, Ganjam & Balasore 
among local partners' staff, partners' staff of 
consortium partners and partners' staff of 
o t h e r  c o n s o r t i u m s  p a r t n e r s  f o r  
incorporating accessible features in 
repairing of water sources. A total of 83 (17 
female + 66 male) participants were 
present in these three meetings.
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It was decided that 12 houses would be constructed in HI 
areas by CARE. HI has indentified beneficiaries and masons 
and carpenters for orientation on transitional shelters with 
DRR and accessible features. Both CARE and Tdh have 
agreed to include houses of people with disabilities for 
reconstruction, so that HI can provide technical support in 
making these houses accessible.

Total 3 numbers of capacity building trainings have been 
organized at Ganjam, Balasore and Puri among staff of HI 
local partners, partners of consortium partners and other 
consortium partners on accessibility features to be 
incorporated during shelter construction. In these trainings 
total 83 (17 female + 66 male) participants were present and 
trained on inclusive and features for house construction.

Prakash Muduli, a married person of 35 years old who resides 
in Belapada village of Ganjam District. In the month of 
February 2014, during an assessment camp, his 
elder brother came and requested to technical 
persons of Handicap International to visit his 
home and assess Prakash, as he had no external 
mobility since last three years. After assessing 
Prakash and analyzing his past medical reports, it 
was found that he had gradually developed the 
paralysis of all four limbs over a course of 2-3 
years.  It was also noticed that Prakash is 
medically stable and his mobility improved over 
the years but he still needs support of his family members even 
for ambulation within house. His external mobility is totally 
limited leading to restriction of social participation. Prakash 
is a graduate whose source of income was through giving 
private tuitions to school students in the village and seasonal 
farming. Now due to his physical impairment he financially 
depends on his brothers.  

After a thorough assessment the therapists concluded that he 
can walk with the support of a pair of elbow crutches, which 
can improve his indoor mobility initially. He was taught with 
the basic techniques and some basic strengthening exercises. 
He was also taught with how to use the elbow crutch for a 
better supported walking. He was also suggested to do 
modification of his corridor to toilet and toilet modification 
for independent toilet activity. 

In the month of March 2014 the therapist conducted a 
follow- up visit to Prakash's house and found that he is able to 
walk independently with the elbow crutches. His brothers 
have a positive attitude towards his impairment and 
encouraging him to walk independently. Handicap 
International is planning to support Prakash for his external 
mobility in future. 

Livelihoods assessment has been conducted in 70 no. of 
Households in seven sampled villages of HI programme areas. 
Data compilation and analysis is going on. Preliminary 
discussion was held with potential beneficiaries for the 
livelihood activities, beneficiaries will be selected shortly for 
different livelihood supports.

A roll out Workshop was organized on 9th to 11th Dec. 2013 
at Bhubaneswar among representatives of all the consortium 
partners to finalize the activities and criteria for beneficiary 
selection. ToR and plan of action for rehabilitation services to 
be provided to people with disabilities was developed and 
shared with all consortium partners for support. Preliminary 
meetings were held with Local Administration (district level 
officials in three programme districts) for provision of services 
to the people with disabilities. 

Disability screening formats, technical assessment formats, 
rehabilitation card and donation certificate etc. were 
developed and consortium partners staff and local partners 
staff were trained on disability issues and screening process. 
So far 10 capacity building training programmes have already 
been conducted in three operational districts and a total of 
142 (26 female + 116 male) people were trained through 
these trainings. 

Till now total 569 people with disabilities have been 
screened. Out of these 569, a total of 254 people with 
disabilities have been technically assessed, 92 received 
different types of assistive devices and 19 were provided only 
basic rehabilitation services (physical exercises for 
improvement in body functioning).  222 numbers of people 
with disabilities including their care givers/family members 
trained on use of assistive devices and maintenance of 
assistive devices in four villages of HI, Tdh and CARE.
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Handicap International (HI) is an international organization 
operating in situations of poverty and exclusion, conflict and 

disaster. It works alongside people with disabilities and 
vulnerable populations, taking action and bearing 
witness in order to respond their essential needs, 
improve their living conditions and promote respect 
for their dignity and their fundamental rights.

Initiating inclusive water and sanitation activities, one-day 
workshop was organized in the month of January 2014 by 
Handicap International on accessible design of water points 
and hand washing stations. The main focus of the workshop 
was to guide all the consortium partners on accessible 
features need to be adopted in repairing and reconstruction 
of water points and in the design of hand washing station. In 
this workshop, different accessible features in the design of 
water points like need of ramp, handrails, stairs, wider apron 
of the hand pumps, making the lever of hand pumps longer 
etc. was discussed and finalized. 

In all the villages, WASH committees have been formed 
comprising ASHA, AWW, WM as members and meetings 
were conducted to make the people aware about the 
importance of safe drinking water, hand washing, installation 
of household latrines and keeping village and household 
surrounding clean etc. The village health and nutrition 
meeting has been tied up with WASH meeting to be 
conducted at AWCs with the objective to demonstrate the 
good and healthy practices like methods of hand washing, 
tube well disinfection, ORS preparation and maintenance of 
personal hygiene etc. by the volunteers. So far 47 awareness 
meetings have been organized in all 10 operational villages of 
Handicap International and a total of 1038 people have 
attended these meetings. Among all, 65 (6.2%) people with 
disabilities/ family members of people with disabilities have 
attended in these awareness meetings.

In response to the recent Disaster Phailin, Handicap 
International took initiative to support the worst affected 
families residing in coastal region of Odisha. With the 
support of ECHO, HI has started different interventions 
since January 2014 with other humanitarian organization in a 
consortium mode. At present HI is continuing its activities in 
10 villages under 4 blocks in three districts (Ganjam, Puri, 
Balasore) of Odisha. Activities like Unconditional Cash 
Transfer (UCT), livelihood support, inclusive WASH, 
screening and assessment of People with Disability and 
distribution of assistive devices to them are being carried out 
in the villages. Local NGOs like Kamadenu Seva Samiti 
(KSS), Ganjam, Social Empowerment Agricultural 
Development (SEADA), Balasore and Sri Nrushinha Deva 
Anchalika Yuba Parisad (SNDAYP), Puri are providing 
support to handicap International in every activity in a 
partnership mode. 

Pictorial messages on good and healthy practices, methods of 
hand washing, tube well disinfection after disaster and ORS 
preparation were developed for Flexes and wall paintings. 
Volunteers have been instructed to disseminate these 
messages and start the WASH campaigns in all the villages by 
liaising with AWWs to target all the SHGs member and 
women of the community for campaign.

HI along with Tdh and Save the Children developed the ToR 
for KAP study on WASH. HI supported for making the ToR 
inclusive and added a separate section for inclusive WASH 

Total 250 beneficiaries were identified and 
provided Rs. 7500 under UCT through their 
bank account to ensure food security, immediate 
healthcare needs. The most affected and needy 
families were selected like women headed 
households / single women, families having 
people with disabilities or child with disabilities 
and extremely poor families for this purpose. 
Beneficiaries were selected through household 
survey & village meetings in presence of local PRI 
members. Resolutions were prepared for the list 
of the beneficiaries in the village meetings and 
sample checks were done to ensure transparency 
and identify most needy people. Out of the total 
beneficiaries, 40.8 % and 59.2 % are male and 
female respectively and 18.4 % of beneficiaries 
are people with disabilities/ family members of 
people with disability among all.

About the Organisation

Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (Inclusive WASH)

Response to Phailin

Unconditional Cash Transfer (UCT)

I live with my two children aged about 
8 & 6 years. My husband left me since 
last 4 to 5 years back. I manage my 
family by working as a daily labourer 
in the village or nearby. I was staying 
in a thatched house with my children 
before Phialin. After receiving the 
warning message from the Govt. & 
community leaders I shifted to the 
village community center with my 
children, as my house was not safe at 
that time. In Phailin my house got 
damaged severely and due to 
devastation I did not get any 
opportunity to work. I had no money 
to repair my house too. At present 
I am managing to stay in my relative's 
house in the village. The money I 
received from Handicap International 
was a great support for me during this 
terrible situation. This has given me a 
hope to repair my house and get back 
to it, because our own house always 
gives us piece

N. Lachhimi Reddy, 
Takeriaberhampur, Ganjam

component. Tdh have supported in the 
KAP study for WASH in all 10 operational 
villages of HI. At present, compilation and 
analysis of data collected in KAP study is 
continuing. 

Three capacity building meetings have been 
conducted at Puri, Ganjam & Balasore 
among local partners' staff, partners' staff of 
consortium partners and partners' staff of 
o t h e r  c o n s o r t i u m s  p a r t n e r s  f o r  
incorporating accessible features in 
repairing of water sources. A total of 83 (17 
female + 66 male) participants were 
present in these three meetings.
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Demonstrating the strength of women’s unity, a 
group of over 80 women from poor families is close 
to restoring a Phailin cyclone-devastated reservoir 
in the village under the Ganjam block of Ganjam 
district in the State.

Interestingly, the women have not taken any 
physical help from male members of the village. 
Each and every aspect of the restoration work is 

being done by the women. Now, the restoration work is 
almost complete. Water has already started accumulating in 
this manmade reservoir, and it is hoped that monsoon would 
fill up the reservoir to the brim.

‘Action Aid’ had provided finance for this restoration work, 
said Mini Mohapatra, a social activist, working in the area for 
over two decades.

The financing agency decided to get the work done through 
‘cash for work’ scheme to benefit women involved. The 
women of the village were earlier organised through four 
women self help groups (WSHG). A panchayat ward 
member of the village, Lata Das said the women decided to 
use the reservoir for pisciculture to enhance their income. 
Another woman of the village, Boita Das, said after 
restoration the reservoir would be of better use in their day-
to-day life also.

According to them the reservoir was constructed in 1999.

With time, the condition of this reservoir deteriorated and it 
got filled up with silt. The Phailin cyclone in October 2013 
and continuous rains thereafter completely damaged the 
reservoir. Its embankments had got washed away completely.

The women involved in this restoration work acknowledge 
that their husbands and other male members of the village 
provided them all kinds of support for this work. But no male 
member was allowed to work for the restoration project. “The 
male members, mostly the ones involved in construction 
work, provided womenfolk assistance for drawing up of a plan 
as well as technical knowhow for this reservoir restoration 
project,” said Ms. Mohapatra and Ms. Lata.

Women members of 32 households of Udayakani village, in 
Odisha’s Astarang block of Puri district, have set an example 
by creating essential community asset. Badly affected by the 
Cyclone Phailin and its subsequent flood, the women members 
of Udayakani village took up to resolve the long standing 
demand of water in their village.

Dominantly a Dalit populated village, Udayakani people have 
always been sidelined from the developmental opportunities.

Now, the women took the lead and played instrumental in 
taking the village on the road of development. Starting from 
the selection of beneficiary to the selection of work under the 
‘Cash for Work’ scheme, women took the leadership in doing 
the pond excavation work; not depending solely on the male 
members.

With support from the Village Disaster Response Committee; 
which is formed in every project village, adopted by Konark 
based organization Young India under an Action Aid 
programme, to ensure community ownership and bring 
women into fore in decision making process, the women honed 
skills and demonstrated their leadership with all 
appropriateness.

Nature has always been impolite to the villagers by taking their 
habitation into its fury and destroying agriculture – the basic 
livelihood source [See Ocean’s fury over coastal villages of 
Orissa]. The villagers of Udayakani have been displaced three 
times since 1956 as the houses and agricultural lands have 
been submerged in the sea because of erosion and ingression. 
Availing drinking water was a major challenge for them 
especially after the Phailin and the villagers had no other 
option but to manage with the saline water exposed to 
contamination. Alternatively, they had to go the neighbouring 
village to bath and have some for consumption.

“As cyclone Phailin and subsequent flood caused a trail of 
damage and destruction to lives and properties of the village, 
people were in urgent need of income source to meet daily 
basic needs for their families. Also, not a single work under 
MGNREGA was started in the village since the Act is 
operational. So, it was difficult for the villagers to sustain their 
lives. We decided to start wage based programme ‘Cash For 
Work’ in the village to the villagers and European Commission 
on Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection (ECHO) came 
forward, through Action Aid, to provide all financial support 
for this activity,” said N.A. Shah Ansari, Social Activist and 
President of Young India.

‘Cash for Work’ has not only helped the villagers to meet their 
daily household needs but also enabled them to create durable 
assets for the community as well,” Ansari added.

Now, as water has already started accumulating in both the 
ponds and the villagers have already started using it for bathing 
other sanitary purpose, their long standing dream is realised.

“Now we are happy that we can have our daily bath and get 
water in our village. The support we received from these 
organizations has definitely added value and dignity to our 
community,” said Tarulata Kandi, President of Village Disaster 
Response Committee, Udayakani.

“The result we grew from the work has enthused us to do more 
such works for the village and we will continue to play our parts 
to create and improve our community resources,” Kandi 
added.

The women folks of Udayakani village not only performed well 
but have also set another example of united action that could 
bring a positive change in the community.

Cyclone resistant low cost houses are being built using traditional 
practices at this Phailin-devastated remote village in Ganjam 
district in Odisha.

Although the use of concrete has been brought to minimum 
during construction of these houses, it is being claimed that they 
would be able to withstand cyclones and provide shelter during 
natural holocausts. Cost of building one house is Rs. 37,000. 
Seventeen such houses are being built for cyclone devastated 
Dalit families of the village. The villagers are providing labour for 
the construction of these houses.

‘Action Aid’ has provided financial assistance for the construction 
through a social organisation United Artists’ Association (UAA). 
Mangaraj Panda of the UAA said they were hopeful that 
construction of these new houses would be complete by June 15. 
It will enable the cyclone affected families to start residing in the 
new houses before the start of the monsoon.

Traditional building material like bamboo is being extensively 
used as bamboo is more flexible than conventional building 

Construction of Transitional Shelter 
for a PWD Beneficiary

Change makers of Odisha:
Women took lead to get water in the village

Withstanding cyclones the traditional way

BALADIADIHA (ODISHA), May 9, 2014
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SC lead ECHO consortium member visit to Baleswar

Response Activities by Nirmata, Ganjam

materials. These houses do not have any concrete pillars 
emerging from the foundation. Empty 15 litre oil cans filled 
with concrete have been buried to serve as foundation pillars. 
Strong bamboo poles have been put inside these concrete filled 
oil cans to serve as pillars of the house. The plinth of the house is 
two and half feet high to save them from flooding by water 
flowing from nearby hill streams during rains.

Walls of these houses are to be made from bamboo strips which 
would be covered using a mixture of cow dung and clay. These 
houses would have a tin roof so that it does not harm anyone in 
case it collapses. The walls would be to light and flexible to 
withstand high velocity wind. In case they collapse, 
they would not cause any major injury. “The 
plinth, the roof as well as the four walls of these 
houses would be bound using bamboo. Flexibility 
of bamboo would be the greatest strength of these 
houses,” said Sudarsan Gouda who is supervising 
the construction of these houses.
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to restoring a Phailin cyclone-devastated reservoir 
in the village under the Ganjam block of Ganjam 
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this manmade reservoir, and it is hoped that monsoon would 
fill up the reservoir to the brim.
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especially after the Phailin and the villagers had no other 
option but to manage with the saline water exposed to 
contamination. Alternatively, they had to go the neighbouring 
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lives. We decided to start wage based programme ‘Cash For 
Work’ in the village to the villagers and European Commission 
on Humanitarian Aid and Civil Protection (ECHO) came 
forward, through Action Aid, to provide all financial support 
for this activity,” said N.A. Shah Ansari, Social Activist and 
President of Young India.

‘Cash for Work’ has not only helped the villagers to meet their 
daily household needs but also enabled them to create durable 
assets for the community as well,” Ansari added.

Now, as water has already started accumulating in both the 
ponds and the villagers have already started using it for bathing 
other sanitary purpose, their long standing dream is realised.

“Now we are happy that we can have our daily bath and get 
water in our village. The support we received from these 
organizations has definitely added value and dignity to our 
community,” said Tarulata Kandi, President of Village Disaster 
Response Committee, Udayakani.

“The result we grew from the work has enthused us to do more 
such works for the village and we will continue to play our parts 
to create and improve our community resources,” Kandi 
added.

The women folks of Udayakani village not only performed well 
but have also set another example of united action that could 
bring a positive change in the community.

Cyclone resistant low cost houses are being built using traditional 
practices at this Phailin-devastated remote village in Ganjam 
district in Odisha.

Although the use of concrete has been brought to minimum 
during construction of these houses, it is being claimed that they 
would be able to withstand cyclones and provide shelter during 
natural holocausts. Cost of building one house is Rs. 37,000. 
Seventeen such houses are being built for cyclone devastated 
Dalit families of the village. The villagers are providing labour for 
the construction of these houses.

‘Action Aid’ has provided financial assistance for the construction 
through a social organisation United Artists’ Association (UAA). 
Mangaraj Panda of the UAA said they were hopeful that 
construction of these new houses would be complete by June 15. 
It will enable the cyclone affected families to start residing in the 
new houses before the start of the monsoon.

Traditional building material like bamboo is being extensively 
used as bamboo is more flexible than conventional building 

Construction of Transitional Shelter 
for a PWD Beneficiary

Change makers of Odisha:
Women took lead to get water in the village

Withstanding cyclones the traditional way
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SC lead ECHO consortium member visit to Baleswar

Response Activities by Nirmata, Ganjam

materials. These houses do not have any concrete pillars 
emerging from the foundation. Empty 15 litre oil cans filled 
with concrete have been buried to serve as foundation pillars. 
Strong bamboo poles have been put inside these concrete filled 
oil cans to serve as pillars of the house. The plinth of the house is 
two and half feet high to save them from flooding by water 
flowing from nearby hill streams during rains.

Walls of these houses are to be made from bamboo strips which 
would be covered using a mixture of cow dung and clay. These 
houses would have a tin roof so that it does not harm anyone in 
case it collapses. The walls would be to light and flexible to 
withstand high velocity wind. In case they collapse, 
they would not cause any major injury. “The 
plinth, the roof as well as the four walls of these 
houses would be bound using bamboo. Flexibility 
of bamboo would be the greatest strength of these 
houses,” said Sudarsan Gouda who is supervising 
the construction of these houses.
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